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HOW NORWAY BECAME A COUNTRY OF SAFE 

HAVENS FOR PERSECUTED WRITERS 

 

********** 

 

Freedom of expression is the backbone of any democratic society. 

 

Foreword by Jonas Gahr Støre, Norway’s Minister of Foreign Affairs 

 

 

 

Freedom of expression is the backbone of any democratic society. Without it, free and open 

public debate – an essential basis for social, economic and cultural development – is silenced.  

 

Freedom of expression means that writers and journalists have the right to discuss any issue of 

interest, without fear of reprisal or punishment from their government or other forces in 

society. I consider this right to be fundamental to an open public debate and to the role of 

literature as an art form. 

 

Regrettably, many writers around the world do not have the security we take for granted. 

Authors, writers, reporters and journalists are subjected to pressure and threats, imprisonment 

and torture. 
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However, in the long run the pen really is mightier than the sword. It challenges powerful 

people and totalitarian ideologies around the world. 

 

***** 

 

An international network of cities of refuge was originally set up in 1994 to give persecuted 

writers an opportunity to work in a safe environment. The initiative came from Salman 

Rushdie, whose own life was threatened in an attempt to silence him. Eleven Norwegian 

towns and cities have now joined the International Cities of Refuge Network (ICORN), and 

invite writers to live and work in their community for a period of one to two years.  

 

Through ICORN, writers from all over the world who are persecuted because of their work 

have found a place of refuge where they can write without fear and censorship. Each guest 

writer can enjoy a period of time in a city of refuge to continue their work and tell the world 

about persecution and lack of freedom, without repression and fear of imprisonment, and 

without risking torture or even death.   

 

The guest writers are also able to reach out to various groups and the media in their home 

country, or to other members of the diaspora, not least due to the development of new 

communication technologies. They can write freely and convey other messages than those 

currently accepted at home. 

 

In return, the guest writers provide their host cities with invaluable cultural and literary 

impulses from different parts of the world. 

 

In Norway, we are grateful for this opportunity to expand our horizons. It reminds us of the 

importance of keeping dreams and ideas of a better life alive. The guest writers are living 

witnesses to the fact that there is an alternative to censorship, self-censorship, repression and 

persecution. 

 

Jonas Gahr Støre 

Foreign Minister of Norway 

Oslo, October 2010 
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”We don’t know what we’re doing, but we know it’s important” 

 

By Kjell Olaf Jensen, Former President, Norwegian PEN 

 

”Hi, Kjell Olaf – do you want to take over the cities of refuge network?” 

 

It was Geir Pollen calling out. It was just a chance meeting on a street in Oslo, it must have 

been some time around 1998. Geir was newly elected president of the Writers’ Union, and I 

was president of Norwegian PEN at the time, the writers’ and editors’ freedom of expression 

organization. 

 

”Sure,” I answered. ”It seems like the logical idea, I shall just need the approval of the board.” 

 

”Tears for Harald Hermansen” 

 

What Geir was talking about, was mostly the right to nominate candidates, or writers, to the 

two Norwegian cities which were members of the cities of refuge network at the time, 

Stavanger and Kristiansand. Frankly, it was not much of a network, but I had been at 

Stavanger airport as part of the delegation when the city’s new guest writer, Mansur Rajih, 

had arrived on February 9th that year. It was at this occasion that Stavanger’s responsible 

coordinator, Mr Harald Hermansen who was the cultural director of Stavanger, had said in an 

interview, when he was asked what the cities of refuge network was all about: ”We don’t 

know what we’re doing, but we know it’s important!” 

 

It was not very clear, really, but all of those who had met Mansur Rajih, knew that Harald was 

right. And as the very kind and warm person he was, he had assured Mansur Rajih when 

Mansur was still in prison in Yemen, sentenced to death for a murder everybody knew he 

could not possibly have committed: ”Mansur, we do not know when we shall be able to get 

you out, but don’t worry, there will always be a place open for you in Stavanger.” Harald’s 

message was transmitted by one of the delegations of writers who met Mansur in the prison 

while we were negotiating with the Yemenite government for his release. 

 

Shortly after Mansur’s arrival in Stavanger, Harald Hermansen died of cancer, and everything 

seemed hopeless once more. Mansur wrote one of his saddest and most beautiful poems, ”A 
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Tear for Harald Hermansen”. The city authorities in Stavanger said they would restructure the 

whole cultural sector, which seemed a rather bad omen. 

 

A Tear on Harald Hermansen’s Body  

By Mansur Rajih 

 

Harald Hermansen has died 

Like a breeze 

Life breathed him in 

 

Harald Hermansen has passed away 

Spread like perfume  

Leaving his scent  

In the heart of life 

 

Harald Hermansen has gone 

The outpouring energy 

The wide smile 

All have become remains 

Holy particles  

In the light of life 

 

Harald Hermansen 

Welcomed me while crying 

My friend who  

Welcomed me while crying 

He, now  

Restores his tear  

To show me 

Another meaning for sadness 

 

He won’t visit his home again 

Tomorrow  

He won’t go to the office 
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He won’t attend our next meeting 

We won’t hear him say: 

Oh Mansur 

You are our everlasting guest  

 

Harald Hermansen has died 

Leaving his empty chair 

In the scenery of life 

 

 

********** 

 

 

The city nominated Helge Lunde as their new city of refuge coordinator. Helge, a young 

historian, was then freshly engaged at Stavanger’s house of culture, Sølvberget (”Silver 

Mountain”, no less), as manager of their yearly festival of literature and freedom of 

expression, the Kapittel festival. With his enthusiasm, his readiness to become friends with 

the most astonishing people, and his will to take on any task which may serve the idea, Helge 

turned out to be just the right engine and inspirer for the international network of which he is 

now the manager, and he has become a close friend both for me and for many people in the 

ICORN network. 

 

Three mousquetaires start their work 

 

Internationally, the network had been functioning quite badly for years, and people started 

asking themselves if it was worthwhile to spend energy on it. At a network meeting in Paris, 

Helge met some other coordinators sharing his views, and with Maria-Dina Tozzi from 

Tuscany and Peter Ripken from Frankfurt, he continued discussing the problems. After some 

time, the network administration in France went bankrupt, and the whole thing seemed 

condemned to closing down. 

 

These three mousquetaires, however – Helge, Maria-Dina and Peter – just refused to let such 

a splendid idea die because of some bad administration. Together with Norwegian PEN and 

the International PEN’s Writers in Prison Committee, they decided to rebuild the network 
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under the new name ICORN (International Cities of Refuge Network), with a new set of 

legally watertight statutes, and with Stavanger as the new administration center. The cities of 

Barcelona, Norwich and Oslo soon joined the network, which started to grow rapidly, 

especially in Norway. 

 

We now had three Norwegian member cities, Stavanger, Kristiansand and Oslo. We had a 

splendid idea on which the whole thing was based, and there was much good enthusiasm in 

the member cities, but I soon realized there was a major formal problem, at least in my own 

country, Norway. A private, ideal organization (Norwegian PEN) encouraged some cities, 

with their municipal authorities, to invite foreign writers who were threatened because of their 

writings, to sejourn in the member cities. But the cities had in fact no right to make such 

invitations. It was – and is – only the national government and its institutions which can invite 

or authorize foreigners, refugees and others, whether they be writers, lawyers, fishermen, 

hairdressers or whatever else, to stay in the country and give them the right to sejourn. The 

result was that when new writers arrived, neither the passport police nor anybody else knew 

what they should do, and the whole thing was a complete mess. When Mansur Rajih had 

arrived in Stavanger, these problems were cleared up in beforehand with the government, and 

the then Minister of Human Rights, Ms Hilde Frafjord Johnson, was part of Mansur’s 

welcome delegation at the airport. But after that, what about the day-to-day work on a regular 

basis? 

 

What is a problem? 

 

The institution deciding – on behalf of the Norwegian government – who shall be accepted 

into the country and who not, is the Directorate of Immigration, or UDI 

(Utlendingsdirektoratet). They have a reputation for being rather severe, and they are 

therefore not very popular among people who work with refugees, as one can easily imagine. 

However, I felt that there was no other way, I had to ask them how to solve these problems. 

 

One day, then, I mustered the small courage I had, and called the UDI. I tried to explain our 

problems for the young lady at the switchboard, who seemed a bit confused, but she put me 

through to one of their legal experts. First thing, he asked me how many potential refugees 

were concerned. Since we had three member cities, which should each invite a new writer 

every second year, my answer was, ”Well, up to 1,5 families a year.” The UDI man was silent 
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for some seconds, while I bit my nails. ”Up to 1,5 families a year,” he finally said. ”And you 

call that a problem?” I was immensely relieved by this reaction. He assured me we should 

find some system which would solve the thing, whether it should be called a problem or not. 

 

A few days later, I was called back by a nice, young counsellor in the UDI, who introduced 

himself as our new, formal contact person within the institution. He also told me that 

Norwegian PEN was given the same right to nominate candidates for the status of refugees as 

the UNHCR, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, in proposals put forward for 

the UDI. Every nomination should be accompanied by a declaration by the highly respected 

Writers in Prison Committee of International PEN, which thus assured that the candidates 

were both real writers/editors/journalists, and really persecuted. On this basis, the guest 

writers whom the UDI accepted, might stay in Norway for the rest of their lives and 

eventually become Norwegian citizens, if they so wished. 

 

Now we had a system, and we had the government on our side. But we still lacked a real 

network. While Helge, Maria-Dina and Peter worked on the international level, Norwegian 

PEN started something resembling a campaign to recruit more member cities. We made 

lectures, we appeared in meetings and discussions, we spoke at book festivals, in radio and 

television programs – and we always made propaganda for the cities of refuge network. 

 

It is a long story, but it is a story of success. Today, the work of Helge, Maria-Dina and Peter 

has resulted in ICORN, a fully grown, responsible and professional network of close to 40 

cities in several continents, spanning from Mexico City, one of the world’s biggest metropoles 

with some 25 million inhabitants, to the small Danish island of Fanø with just 3000. And in 

Norway, our work has so far resulted in 11 ICORN member cities, which I shall name for 

those who love travelling on the map: Stavanger, Kristiansand, Skien, Drøbak, Oslo, 

Lillehammer, Tromsø, Trondheim, Molde, Bergen and Haugesund. ICORN’s side project 

”Shahrazad – Stories for Life” has got EU support, we have strong support (both moral and 

financial) from the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and we have links of cooperation 

with the authorities in many democratic countries, both within Europe and beyond. The idea 

of a network is just this: to cooperate with the best people, organizations and institutions, and 

not necessarily to try doing everything oneself. 
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”Why couldn’t they wait till Monday before burning the embassy?” 

 

A completely different aspect of this story is the incredible number of good friends you get, 

from all over the world. And what fascinating stories they can tell! Take Ali, for instance. 

(His name is not Ali, but as he engages in a number of bridge-building activities which may 

be quite dangerous, he often uses a pseudonym himself, and ”Ali” may be as good as anything 

else.) 

 

Ali is a young journalist and a gifted short story writer from Mosul in Iraq, where he was 

heavily persecuted and in acute danger for his life. The UDI had given refugee status to him 

and his highly pregnant wife; but, as there was no Norwegian embassy in Iraq, they had to go 

to Damascus, Syria to get their visas. 

 

I can still hear the voice in my mobile phone one Saturday morning as I sat in my hotel room 

in Istanbul, preparing to go into a military courtroom, monitoring one of the countless trials 

against journalists, writers and publishers in Turkey. ”Hello,” said the voice. ”It’s Ali. We 

have arrived safely in Damascus, but they just burned the embassy. What shall we do?” 

 

It was true. A mob had burned down the Norwegian embassy in Damascus on the evening 

before, after the publishing of the (in)famous Mohamed caricatures. ”Why the heck couldn’t 

they wait till Monday before burning that damned embassy?” said the vice president of 

Norwegian PEN, an otherwise very balanced lady from the University of Oslo. 

 

Anyway. Ali and his pregnant wife had to go back to Iraq and wait, while we figured out how 

they could reach another Norwegian embassy. We found that the only possibility was in 

Amman, Jordania – but the road through western Iraq into Jordania was reputed to be worse 

than dangerous, people travelling there were regularly plundered and murdered. To make a 

long story short, a veteran Middle East correspondent of Norway’s governmental 

broadcasting company, NRK, found out there was a small airline offering direct flights 

between Erbil in northern Iraq and Amman. Off they went – and arrived happily first in 

Amman, then in their Norwegian host city, where Ali was the city’s first ICORN writer, and 

where their son was born shortly afterwards. 
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Some time later, I invited Ali to International PEN’s Writers for Peace Committee’s yearly 

meeting in Bled, Slovenia. The night of our arrival, I went down to have dinner in the hotel 

restaurant. There I found Ali at a table with the grand, old man of Israeli literature, Sami 

Michaels, Sami’s wife and a couple of Kurdish writers. 

 

It turned out that when Sami and his wife Rachel had entered the dining room, hearing Arabic 

spoken at one of the tables, Sami had asked Ali in Arabic where he was from, and Ali had 

answered ”Mosul”. ”Oh!” said Sami, ”I was also born in Mosul, but that was more than 80 

years ago.” Today, Sami, who is a Jew, lives in Haifa, where he is loved and respected by all 

parties. 

 

Not only Sami and young Ali were inseparable during the whole conference, but some time 

later, Ali sent me the electronic English-language version of the major Israeli newspaper 

Ha’aretz, where Sami had published an interview with him. The newspaper also asked Ali for 

articles, but Ali deemed such a venture too dangerous. 

 

The importance of a well-functioning bureaucracy 

 

Or take Musa Mutaev. First time I heard of him, he was in hiding with his wife in one of the 

three remaining refugee camps which a Danish organization administered in Ingushia, the 

neighbouring republic to Musa’s own Chechnya. He had been arrested twice and heavily 

tortured, and now he feared that he would not survive another arrestation. And Putin was 

closing down the remaining refugee camps to ”show” that the war in Chechnya was ”over”. 

Musa and his wife had desperately gone into hiding. This was in early 2004. 

 

In Norway, the city of Trondheim had decided to join the network of cities of refuge at some 

point during the year 2004. I called our contact in Trondheim, Mr Rein-Thorvald Oftedal, 

telling him that he had to persuade the politicians to do it NOW, and to receive Musa 

immediately, as their first guest writer. ”Can I call you back in one hour?” Rein asked, rather 

perplexed. 

 

One hour later, he called back. ”I think it’s OK,” he said, ”but the flat we can offer them will 

need some repainting and such things. Do you think they will accept staying in a hotel during 

the first couple of weeks?” 
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I assured him that Musa and his wife certainly would not mind, and rushed down to the UDI 

directorate, imploring them to treat our application for refugee status for Musa and his wife 

with far more than all possible speed. 

 

Knowing that the average proceeding time for such applications is about six months, I could 

hardly believe it was true when ”our man” in the UDI called back 20 hours later, telling me it 

was OK. I suddenly realized how vitally important a well-functioning bureaucracy can be! 

 

The Russian human rights organization Memorial got Musa and his wife on a plane from 

Nazran in Ingushia to Moscow, where the Norwegian embassy and the UN-affiliated 

International Organization of Migration (IOM) were ready with Norwegian visas and plane 

tickets to Trondheim, respectively. Musa later told me that if it had not been for the 

Norwegian diplomats being present at the airport, the police would probably have arrested 

him in Moscow. Anyway, they arrived in Trondheim airport in early April with only light 

jackets (it was bitingly cold) and one small handbag each, this being all their belongings. 

They were met at the airport outside a city which they had never heard of, in a country they 

only knew by name, by a man (Rein) speaking a language of which they did not understand a 

single word – our friend had not even had the time to bring an interpreter with him when he 

rushed out to the airport. But this man had smiled to them, and it was the first time anybody 

had been smiling to them for three years! Then they understood that they had reached home at 

last. 

 

So many stories 

 

The family is still living in Trondheim, where Musa Mutaev is now the president of the new 

Chechen PEN. He also has published two volumes of short stories which have been very well 

received (one of them, In the Shadow of Kunta, is translated into Italian), and he has been 

officially nominated as a candidate to the Nobel Prize of literature! Even if it is less than sure 

that he will finally get the prize, this is a fantastic development for a couple who were in 

hiding, fearing for their lives only some 6-7 years ago. 

 

There are so many stories. Mansour Koushan from Tehran, for instance, who learned upon 

arrival in Oslo for a conference that all his colleagues in the administration of the independant 

writers’ union which they had tried to organize in Iran, had just been shot dead in the street, 
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and that he himself had only escaped death by already being on the plane to Oslo. He became 

an ICORN guest writer in Stavanger and has published a book on Henrik Ibsen in Farsi 

language. Easterine Iralu from Nagaland (ever heard of that place? I had not) in tropical India, 

who was ICORN’s first guest writer in Tromsø, 300 kilometers north of the Arctic Circle at 

70 degrees North, with midnight sun two months in summer and two months without seeing 

the sun in winter. Both Easterine and her two then teenage daughters were quite enthusiastic 

about snow (quickly becoming champions in snowball warfare) and especially about the 

fascinating northern light or aurora borealis. She has published a vast array of poems, short 

stories, children’s books and novels both in Norway, England and India, and now, a company 

is making a movie of one of her novels, A Terrible Matriarchy. 

 

I could go on and on – Chenjerai Hove from Zimbabwe, Philo Ikonya from Kenya, Hamza 

Zirem from Algeria (now living in Potenza in Southern Italy), Soudabeh Alishahi from Iran, 

Gilles Dossou-Gouin from Benin … Yes, it is a long story of success. Mostly. 

 

But somehow, I feel that Harald Hermansen would still be right: ”We don’t know what we’re 

doing, but we know it’s important!” 

 

Today, however, we know we can do it. That’s also important. But we need your assistance. 

 

********** 
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Mansur Rajih 

 

 

 

 

As a young university student, Rajih's poetry was published in local newspapers. His work 

was critical of the Yemeni regime, and in 1983 he was arrested and imprisoned under the 

guise of a murder charge. The following year he was sentenced to death. For fifteen years 

organizations such as PEN International and Amnesty International campaigned for Mansur’s 

release, which was finally granted in 1998 when he was flown directly from prison to 

Stavanger City of Refuge. Since that time Mansur Rajih has written and published three 

volumes of poetry, bi-lingual collections with poems in Norwegian and Arabic. 
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Musa Mutaev 

 

 

 

Former ICORN Guest Writer Musa Mutaev was born in Frunze, Kyrgyzstan, but was 

deported, along with his family, during Stalin's regime. He grew up in Chechnya and studied 

pedagogic at the university. He worked as a teacher, then as an editor for a literary journal 

Orga. He is an award winning short story writer and novelist. He has published books to great 

critical acclaim during his stay in Norway, and has also been published in Italy. 
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Mansour Koushan 

 

 

 

Former ICORN Guest Writer of Stavanger City of Refuge, Mansour Koushan comes from 

Iran where he worked as a theater producer and director, television screenwriter and novelist. 

He was forced to flee his homeland along with a whole generation of artists. Since moving to 

Norway, Koushan has been the artist director of a free theatre group and published his novels 

in Norway and Sweden. 
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Easterine Kire Iralu 

 

 

 

Easterine Kiri Iralu, the former ICORN Guest Writer of Tromsø City of Refuge, is an author 

and lecturer in English literature. She was forced to flee her home in Nagaland. As someone 

who, despite her non-violent principles, found herself caught between the Indian government 

and the Nagaland separatist movement, she has had to live in exile since 2005. In addition to 

her writing, Easterine Kiri Iralu is also an active storyteller, who often includes musical 

elements in her presentations. 

 

 


